
FOREVER FACE
SHIELD INSTRUCTIONS

N95 Respirator
Put on before the face 
shield.

Face Shield
Worn over your mask 
with the plastic band 
fitting on the middle 
of the forehead. 
Meant to be reused 
until it becomes dam-
aged or compromised.

Respirator Elastics
With top mask elastic well 

above shield 
elastic.

Shield Elastic
Fitting straight back 
across your head. 
Adjustable on the 
sides.

Comfort Add-ons 
1. May wrap the fore-
head plastic piece with 
a stockinette (8 inches). 
Tape in place avoiding 

the plastic itself as it may 
impede cleaning. 

2. May apply moleskin or 
duoderm to your skin where 

the face shield touches it.

Face Shield Assembly Guide Cleaning Instructions
Weave the elastic through the 
three slits of the plastic tab 
starting from the slit closest to 
the clipping hole, going from the 
inside to the outside as shown.

Insert the longest hook on the 
edges of the face shield band into 
the plastic tab as shown, then, 
with the top tongue laying on top 
of the hook, press down to fit it in 
place.

Follow the “DUHS instructions for 
extended use or reuse. ” Hold the 
face shield away from face, using 
Oxivir TB or other hospital 
approved disinfectant start by 
wiping the inside of face shield 

and along the forehead piece in a downward motion 
away from you. Next use the same wipe to clean the 
outer surface. Discard wipe and let face shield dry. If 
face shield becomes cloudy once disinfectant has 
dried, wipe with a damp paper towel and dry with 
fresh paper towel.

At the end of each shift, unclip plastic tab and elastic 
from the face shield band, disinfect the plastic tabs 
and elastic band with Oxivir TB or other hospital 
approved disinfectant wipe or spray.https://youtu.be/eWD-QgLSKdk

Need more guidance? Scan the 
QR code or visit the link below.


